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Summary of Katn Point» 

The collection of relevant statistios for industrial studi«   Mithin 

RCS now exceeds 40 million actual pieces of date (10 million computar 

records).    In order for thie body of information to bo organized in a 

manner which is useful for both RCS and other Motion« in ICIS, general 

agreement on certain points will have to be reached in the near futura. 

fh« following point« are stressed in this note« 

A general consensus is needed among potential ICIS users of th«   statistical 

system      regarding the type« of data which will be pertinent 

to study activities and the type« of data which stay be exclude* fro« 

the data bank. 

Industrial data, by its very nature, is ofton less reliable 

acourat« than data on other fields such as trad« or «nployaant. 

Cosments and suggestions are «olioited with regard to the RCS approach 

to data verification and test« for data con«i«t«ncy. 

The    system     will be geared to meet request« which require data 

reduction or data rearrangement on a large «oale. 

A variety of computer programmes have been developed by RCS staff 

for research purposee.    In addition, a number of subroutine« for 

statistieal analysis have been adopted to RCS research requiraswnts. 

The primary consideration in the choice of computer faciliti«« 

for the statistical system is the cost of computer timo.   Undar the present 

ciroumstances, available information indicata« «hat the IAEA installation 

is the lowest cost alternativ«. 
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Introduction;    The following pa^ss provide a detailed inventory of    . 

industrial statistics now stored "by RJSjbn computer.    A general outline for 

an approach to be followed in the development of a system serving the 

research needs of RGS and  ICIS has teen suggested.-'   UNIDO, unlike many 

other international organizations, has yet to organize  its statistical 

services to meet study needs.    At least 13 other international organisation» 

have developed one or more systems to efficiently store and analyze 

statistics relevant to their fields.    Over 40 such systems exist among 

these 13 organizations.-'     Should UNIDO become a specialized agency,   it may 

take over many of the statistical responsibilities now handled by the 

UK Statistical Office in much the same manner as ILO or PAO.    The approach 

outlined below could be a very modest forerunner of Uli IDO'a future activities. 

Suggestions are primarily based on an examination of the approaches 

adopted by the I3RD, UNCTAD and BCE.    Specific points have been discussed -» N, 

with individual colleagues.    At this stage it would be helpful if all 

potential users have the opportunity to give their comments and/or suggestions. 

In order to be effective, the statistical cervices should bs geared 

to meet the needs of a diverse range of users.    All the statistical activities 

described here are being undertaken by personnel in RCS while a number of 

study programmes of other sections might benefit.    Thus, substantial co- 

operation and support from potential users outside RCS would be a necessary 

input for successful development of an effective industrial statistics 

syBtem.Support   by other sections will be an important element in assisting 

RCS to serve data requirements in ICIS. 

Data Availability: An inventory of statistical data currently stored in 

machine readable form is contained in Appendix I.    The major fields covered 

are as follows! (i) general  industrial statistics,  (ii)  industrial commodity 

production,(iii) national acoounts and ( iv) trade.    Of these four fields, 

trade data account for about 80 per cent of the total volume.    This  is due 

to the fact that trade data is recorded in a more detailed fashion (SIPC) 

and is more complete than is the data on industry (l~IC) or national accounts. 

In the short run (e.g.  the next  2-3 yeirs)  this data would constitute 

the bulk of the information to be stored on computer*     It would be 

curpl «rented by several time ceries or, ¿renerai   indicators such 

\J The project described here is intended V> ferve only userò  inside U1ÍTDO 
and is nonoernod only with statistical   information.     It is distinct jn 
content and organization from other projects such as the industrial and 
tcch.-iolorical data bank  which will contain qualitative information and servp. 
renaste   frort out súd P  IH.-THO. 

Z! :'::'   ''irrrtp.rv <••?  Tn>rn-itinr:-.1.   I^tintir.--.  ( Z : '^A,';; ?.\ï/^l!.V/*>(>)   1)75 
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as population, exchange rate«, etc, 

cussed later in this paper. 

Long run possibilities are dis- 

The first step in organizing the data into a common system 

would require agreement among potential users on the types of available 

data to be included and the form in which it should bo stored.    Some 

of the data currently available may be redundant or irrelevant for ICIS 

study purposes.    Annex I contains suggestions regarding the data which 

might be omitted from the tank.    These suggestions are subject to the 

comments of the readers, however. 

The various time series upon which agreement is reached would 

then be arranged into several "derived files" whioh would be usad as 

the nucleus for development of a data bank. 

Data Sources!    The types of data discussed above are presently supplied 

to UNIDO by the UN Statistical Office and the E'F.    In the short run 

we may restrict ourselves to these suppliers insofar as data in machine- 

readable form is concerned.^    The underlying reasons for this recommendation 

involve questions of data compatability and consistency and are discussed 

in the following section.    In the long run, potential suppliers of in- 

formation in machine readable form would include OECD, OATP, ECS, PAO, ILO, 

IBRD, ESCAP,  etc. 

The Limit nations of Industrial Data»    In the case of industrial data it is 

strongly recommeded that a somewhat higher priority be attached to 

the problem of data consistency and accuracy than is the case with other 

types of data such as'trade, employment, agriculture or education.    In 

this instance,UMBO'S treatment of statistics would depart somewhat from 

that of UIICTAD, ILO or PAO.    It would be more in line with the type of 

approach adopted by the IBRD in developing their data bank for study 

of structural change. 

There is ont exception to this recommendation which in the oommodity 
series (production and trade) now being developed by Ui.'OTAD for their 
Commodities Eivision.    This is briefly described in the mission report 
of 11 - 14 May, 1)76. 

B^SasMBJI 
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§ The following justifications,  for a relatively high priority 

*• to toe attached to Statistical verification of industrial data can be 

I citedJ 

f (i) the inherent weaknesses of the ISIO relative to other classifi- 

, cation schemes. 

) The ISIC is a classification of kinds of economic activity 

and not a classification of goods and services or occupations.    Consequently, 

it tends to be more aggregated than other schemes.    Trade classifications, 

SITC or BIN for example, are considerably more detailed.    Furthermore, 

the import statistics of one country provide a consistency check on 

the export statistics of a trading partner after accounting for such 

differences as c.i.f./f.o.b.    Other !sciiemes deaiing with employment,, 

1 population or education are closely related to demographic characteristics, 

L school enrollment, etc. which may usually be verified through independent 

f sources (e.g.  social security, birth rates, tax forms, etc.) or are 

I subject to predictable trends.    Both features contribute to the reliability 

Hi of data. 

. (ii) The reliance of industrial data on value figures rather than 

physical quantities. 

% Many key industrial indicators must be expressed in value terms. 

These include value added, gross output, gross investment, and wages 

and salaries.    Relatively speaking, a larper portion of the data, pertinent 

to employment issues, agricultural production or even trade can be 

expressed in physical units of measurement.    The ability to work in 

physical units avoids many distortions introduced when incorporating 

price figures.    Thi3 difficulty is, of course, magnified in the case 

of cross-ccuntry studies where national currencies are converted to 

a common value unit. 

(ili) The lack of statistical expertise in industry at the 

national level. 

The collection of national industrial statistics usually 

followed the emergence of industry as a relatively important economic 

•v 

I 

•SB» m 
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branch.    r*ew developing entries undertook industrial censuses before 

I960.     In contrast, national statistical activities in the fields of 

employment, agriculture or trade were conducted Ion* before the 

industrialization process began.      As a consequence,   information gathering 

in fields other than industry is based on longer experience, better 

communication channels and often receives larger resources from the 

government. 

Among the major statistical problems which result from 

shortcomings, the following might be noted: 

i) Industrial Coverage: The demarcation lines between manu- 

facturing and other economic activities - particularly repairs 

and services - are vague, often arbitrary and inconsistent 

across countries.    Furthermore, data derived from national 

incose accounts are likely to include cottage industrias and 

household establishments but that derived from manufacturing 

census/survey tend to exclude    them. 

ii) Size of Lstabli'chrentst  The coiferajre bv si?,e of establishment, 

Measured by persons engaged or employed in an establishment, 

differs considerably from country to country and year to year. 

iii) Strategic Considerations: Often an industrial census does not 

oover manufacturing in defense establishments or even omits the 

entire government seotor.    Government establishments are not 

covered in Greece, for example, while Iran excludes all 

establishments of the Iranian Oil Company. 

iv) Value Added: Countries may use the "census" value added 

concept which includes the cost of non-inductrial services 

or the "national accounting" concept which excludes  this 

element.    Value added may also be derived on a "ehipmant" 

or an "output" basis, 

v) Industrial Classification:  ISIC (Rev.2) was not introduced 

until I969 which has resulted in a number of inconsistent 

time series where earlier data was not readjusted.    Several 

countries (e.g. Prance,   Italy, Tunisia and U.K.) have yet 

to adopt any version of the ISTC. 

x 

spspsji •J 
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The conséquence of these discrepancies can be substantial. 

For example, calculations of annual  growth rater of manufacturirir valu* 

1 added at constant prices were made  for Chile,  Guatemala,   .'uniria ana 

I Turkey from different sources (T.ll,   T'j.lD and Grcwth of World  Tr/Juotry). 

t Tn relative terrg,   the growth rates were found to differ by more than 

J\ + 55 per cent.     The range of divergence in types of industrial classifications 

';, appearing in the general  industrial statistics ia summarized in Table /.-I* 

i of Annex  I   .    Only 21 of ß countries employed ISIC (Hev.   1 or Rev.   2) 

'i as defined or subject to minor qualifications.    The consequences of these 

natior.al differences ehould be carefully considered by all users. 

Similarly, the inconsistencies noted in coverage by size of establishments 

in Table A-X   demonstrate the need for a cautious approach to interpretation 

• of the data. 

VTifloation of Industrial Data - A Suggested Approach:    Approaches to 

th« proti«"' of data consistency vary widely.    The UM Statistical Office 

is oriented toward a statistical publication programme and concentrates 

much of its resources on "presentation problems" such as conversion to a 

common ISIC format,    lew resources are devoted to investigating the economic 

consistency of reported statistics.    UMCTAB and FAO often make the implicit 

assumption that the Vi statistics are correct and proceed immediately 

to data processing and analysis.^    IdRB subjects its research data xo review 

and. verificai ion, comparing Uli data with I3RD and AID country reports as 

well as national sources.    Most of this work, however,must be done manually 

and is extremely labour-intensive. 

UM IDO can not expect to have the available resources for detailed 

manual  investigation such aa conducted by IJ3RD in the foreseable future. 

Consequently, we will have to rely heavily on computer operations to 

compensate for the lack of necessary personnel. 

Any of  several approaches might be adopted for computer checking 

of data.    ?he following are two examples: 

I.      Computer verification utilizing accounting identities and inequalities 

Computer routines could be developed to compare sets of time series 

for individual  industrial rectors and  indicate those observations which do 

not conform with pre-deternined inequalities,    i-'or example, 

1/  This assumption may be defended,   perhaps,   in the rase of trade or commodity 
data but would  be dubious   for  industrial  statistics. 

I 

V 
A 
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i 

, ' 

the inequality 

valu« added of sector : < 1 
gross output of sector«  — 

could b« checked for all countries and all ISIC leotors within the 

oountry. Another example is the relationship between number of 

employees and number of operatives. Numerous possibilities are available. 

I 

This, approach would identify punching or printing errors 

or wide discrepancies resulting from differences in coverage, classification, 

or response rat«.   Where the inequalities are not satisfied, manual 

investigation would be required using Uli data, national sources,  IBRD 

data, etc. 

II» Computer verification assuming short-run stabilitv in 

structural relationship« 

This approach would be mor« ambitious than the preceding on« 

and is founded on economic rather than purely statistical grounds. 

It owes much to the Chenery studies on structural change.    For example, 

rather than testing for an accounting consistency between gross output 

and value added, we would assume that the relationship between the two 

would be constant over a limited period of time (say, 5 year«). 

If the validity of this assumption can be substantiated for 

an individual ISIC sector over time and for a large number of countries 

(maximum of 103), we would then use the characteristic as a benchmark 

to compare with individual observations.    Observations that were seriously 

out of line with observed trends would be checked. 

Several type« of inferences might be gleaned from the results, 

for example« 

Countries where ooverage of a particular sector seems to be 

oon«latently erratic in comparison with the same sector's performance 

in other countries at a similar stage of development. 
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H . The direction of bias resulting from differences  in 
if 

7 
k 

coverage (e.g. census or a survey,  inclusion of firms with more 

than 20 employées in soma years and more than fifty in others). 

Mases which are due to a change in the ISTC class*     -ation 

(TSIC,  ISIC.rev.l,  TSIC,rev.2). 

The latter approach seems superior whenever the assumption 

of structural stability      i»   justifiable.   This approach will provide 

greater insists into our data problema and allow us to identify 

!, » larger number of suspect observations of which there are many if one 

accepts the arguments in the preceding section. 

|| As with the first alternative,  individual observations which 

do not conform with structural assumptions would have to be investigated 

manually for accuracy and reliability,    i'op priority might be given 

to key sectors and countries, leaving the data for other sectors and 

countries to be "cleaned up" as resources and time permits.    Upon completion 

of this phase of the project, RCS would have two sets of data on tape» 

the original, unadjusted data set and a second set consisting of some un- 

adjusted and some data which has been manually checked and possibly revised. 

Th« Pevalotient of Time Series for Country and Cross Country Studies 

At this stage we would assume that the second set of data 

it »verified» and can be the basis for further work.^    The verified data 

set would la sufficient to meet some research needs.    Kany key time series 

would still be unvailable and comparability across countries would 

remain a problem.    Work which should receive a top priority would include: 

selected time series in constant prices (e.g. value added 
in key industrial sectors and countries) 
consistent time series at factor valûtes rather than a mixture 
of factor values, producers« values, census concepts, national 
accounting concepts, etc. 
adjustments for observations which are not compatible with 
ISIC at the sectoral level. 

3* 

Obviously, a large portion of this data would not be verified by 
»anual investigation.    Any erroneous figures which happen to fall 
within an acceptible range would have been inexuaed in the veritied 
data net.    This circumstance can not be avoided, however, due  to 
available ¡:tnff resojrcr.8. 

'•x 

I 
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I 
v 
S: 

Generation of these time stries would be based on the 

verified data set. The information derived from testing several of the 

structural relationships (describid on pape 6) would be helpful at this 

Ftage. The work of OECD, IBRD, DCIS, UNCTAD, PAO, national sources, etc. 

should aleo be utilized. This wider range of data inputs would provide 

us with additional information on areas not covered by the UN Statistical 

Office data and independent series which can be used to reviso Uli data 

in order to obtain the types of time series mentioned above. Th« work 

would be part of the long-run development of ICIS's data bank but should be 

initiated as soon as the verified data set is available. 

Types of Statistical requests to be emphasized; The system   will bs 

designed primarily to satisfy research requests which necessitate dftts» 

reduction or data rearrangement on a large scale. Usually, these would b« 

jobs which are too large to be easily handled by manual calculations. 

Job requests requiring only a limited amount of data processing and/or 

statistical analysis may be dealt with manually where this is more con- 

venient. 

• \ 

Two assumptions concerning usage of the statistical system have implications 

for the nature of the design and data storage for the near futur«. 

First, the acceptible turnaround time between submission of a job and 

provision of the results is assumed to be 24 - 4B hours. Economist« 

involved in research projects of 6 months to 2 years in duration should 

not find this feature to be an inconvenience. Second, usage of th« 

•system  would not exceed an average of one« per day for the next 

several year«. 
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Thes« assumptions may all be translated into costB and 

Manpower requirements.    The basic nremin« is that, our 
available resource» can be beet used by giving primary emphasis to 

(i) large scale jobs and (ii) development of reliable time series. 

Detailed information requests requiring immediate responses would have 

a low priority for the time being. 

Published Industrial Statistics!   The precedine discus.ion has been concerned 

| only with data in machine readable form.    It is equally important that 

f ICIS obtain access to the large volume of published data by national 

i sources.    This step would be a necessary adjunct of the development of an 

V industrial statistic system but could serve other needs as well. 
te 

In 1975   f«w     industrial censuses were available in UNII». 

In an effort to obtain additional censuses a circular letter was mailed 

to 80 national statistical offices requesting censuses - specified by title 

and year.       Those statistical offices were contacted where it was known 

| that industrial censuses/surveys had been carried out in the last 10 years. 

M Only about 15 positive replies were received. 

ft 

Heedless to say, the information contained in industrial 

censuses will be a necessary element in the process of data verification 

and adjustment (described on page 5) «""* **« development of new time 

series (page 7).    A summary of published   industrial data from census««/ 

•urvey« i« given in table  C-I    , p 32    of Annex     III. 

Computer Programing and Software» Over the pact several years the staff 

of RCS (and th« previous Survey Section) have written a number of 

computer programme« for use in economic research.    A summary of theo« 

is provided in AFp«ndix   II.    The RCS staff member responsible for our 

proe^amming requirements also has several years of experience with a variety 

of packaged statistical routines, all of which are available through 

IAEA facilities and are summarined in   App«KdixlI. 

x 

I 
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Tn view of the fact that RCS and  ICIS programming needs 

require (i) a detailed knowledge of UN data classification*} (particularly 

T^TC  and 2T?r') ar.d (ii) a good knowledge of econometrica and Etntinticai 

methodology,  1CIG should continue to develop the necessary computer 

programmes internally.    Essentially this implies that in the short-run 

(i.e.  the next 2-3 years) our preference should be on development of 

the statistics and methodology    while gradually building on existing 

experience in the programming aspects.    Short-run requirements in the 

fields of data bank design and analysis may be met through the judicious 

use of consultant funds.    To date, we have relied heavily on the technical 

advice of ITJIDO's programming section in the Administration Division 

as well aB that of the IAüA.    This practice    will    be continued although   • 

we can not expect these sections to assume responsibilities exceeding 

their present "consultive role". 

x 

Finally, the choice of computer facilities to be utilized 

by RCS should be mentioned.    The issues of cost, available hardware 

and access to programme software are all relevant.    To date, we have used 

IAia computer facilities.    This includes an IBM 370 with a total capacity 

of 750 K (• 750,000 bytes).    Internal core accounts    for approximately 

250 K, leaving a maximum of 5OO K available for an actual  job.    In 

addition,   IASA has "virtual storage" which provides for continuous access 

to data outside core when jobs exceed 500 K.    Thus, the maximum capacity 

would be considerably larger than actual storage and no capacity problems 

have been encountered in previous jobs carried out on the RCS data base 
(which totals 10 million records). 

With regard to cost, the following table gives the recuits 

of an experiment conducted at each of 4 installations.    The job request in 

•ach case was identical, consisting of 6 compilations and one tape run. 
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Cost of Computer Tin» at various Installations 

Installation 

1.  IAEA 

2.  International 
Computer Cantra . 
Geneva 

3. Central Sparkaaee 
Vienna 

4.  I» 

Coat Ratio ( IAS* ,1.00)     Coat totora 

1.00 

0.49 

l.Tl 

Î.7B 

Coat ineludes rental charges, . 
euch elementa as diek access, 
C.P.U. time multiplied ltyr 
storage required, tapes, carda» 
linea printed, etc. 

Coat includaa rentals.   Permanent 
utilisation would inolude an 
additional cost to UHU» of 
3 4000/mo. for telephone hookup 
and 3 l80û/mo. for paper, cards, 
eto. 

Pricing procedure is similar to 
(1) 

Pricing prooedure is similar to 
(1) 

In the short-run, RCS may continue to use IAEA facilities.    In the 
lon*-runf ICC might U considered depending on UKlSO'a overall computer requirements.. 
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APPLNDTX I 

Th« following tabica provide an inventory of the data stored 

on tape.    Kost of the existing dati is pertinent to the type of 

research which ICI3 is now conducting or will be conducting in the 

near future.    In a few caaes sugestione for the exclusion of certain 

time eerier ere made. 

With regard to the general industrial statistics (Table A-l), 

the length of the time series usually available for I UIC sectors 

(3 and/or 4- digit level) is indicated.    Kore detailed definitions of 

the concepts are given in Growth of %'orld Industry,  Vol.   T.-  A list 

of the countries covered is shown in Table A-II. 
x 

Specific tabulations have been done for commodity productions and 

summarized in Table A-III.    The summary is at the 3-digit level but 

the actual data (in physical units)   is at the 6-digit I3IC level of 

disagregation.    Food,  beverages, textiles, chemicals,  ferrous and non- 

ferrous metals generally have relatively good coverage. 

Trade statistics are based upon the extract tapes and are described 

in Table A-17.    The total number of undivided groupings in the SITC is 

1,312 (i.e. at the 5-digit level).    Most 5-digit SITC's are given in the 

extract tapis, and coverage at the 1,2,3 and 4-digit levels is almost 

100 por cent. 

Tapes for the Growth of World  Industry. Vol.   I and II are received 

annually,    IMF data is received monthly while commodity trade tapes 

are received as they are prepared.    The national accounts information has 

been received on an irregular basis to date. 
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I 
TASf-E A-I Penerai Industrial Statist i c » 

ñ 

Usual Time Period    Country Recor.iier.da": i on for 
covered for deve«?-- Coverage ¿/inclus iot and Continents 
loping countries^/ 

fi 

1« Number of generally I. 26 VjfS ccvei-age of some countries 
•stabiißhmente 5 years II. 5 

III. 103 
varies over time; e.g. 
establishments with 5 °r 
mere employees,  20 or more, 
eta. 

2.  Number of generally I. 1 no peor country coveragej enter- 
enterprises 5 years II. 6 

III. 2 
prise  is a legal concept and 
net an economic one 

3.  Number of per- 1963-1971, I. 27 £££ figures include unpaid 
sons engacod most years TI. 11 

III.  103 
workers, Kor/.ing proprietors 

4.  Number of em- 5-7 years, I. 27 yes figures exclude unpaid wor- 
ployee 3 1963-1973 II. 11 

III. 103 
kers,  w;rkinr proprietors. 
Combination of 3 end 4 pro- 
viles  for possible adjust- 
ment  for & longer tice se- 
ries 

5.  Wages and most years, I. 27 ¡ttl coverage is subject to tho 
salarios of ,  .                -•   - II. 11 sane variability as (1) 
employees III. 103 above 

6.  supplements to . I. 26 no 
wages and ' II. 7 
salaries III. - 

7.  number of 5-7 year* for |I. 27 yes operatives   include employees 
operatives most countries II. 11 

III. 103 
encaped in activities anelila 
ry   to *he main activity 

8. wages and 5-7 years for I. 27 7W! include to develop an adjust- 
salaries of most countries II. 11 ed time series for wayes and 
operatives III. 103 salaries over a longer time 

. period 

9, man hours wor- 2-5 years I. 26 Ï2*. coverage i3 subject to the e& 
ked by opera- II. 11 limitations as (1) above 
tives III. 103 

10. man-days . I. 1 no 
worked by II. - 
operatives III. - . 

11,  quantity of usually 5 I. 27 yes cererie  i3 subject to earce 
electricity years II. 11 limitations ao (I) above 
consumed TII.103 I 
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Usual Tino Teriod    Country Usual Tino Feri od    Country  fe/ 
covered for deve-^/Coverage-/ Inclusion 
lopin- countries ~" 

Heccr.mcndation for 
and Cerments- 

12. Cirof'.s  output 
in factor 
values 

13. Gross output     i   5-6 years 
in producers'   ¡j   or mor« 
values 

14.  Groos output 5- 6 :•'•«•• 
or mor« 

15. Cost of goods 
and services 
consumed 

16. Cost of 
materials and 
suppliei 
consumed 

17. Cost of pur- 
chased fuel 
and electri- 
city con- 
sumed 

18.   Value added, 
approximate 
factor va- 
lues 

excludes ir.direct taxe3 and 
includes current  subcidios 

ir.cludes indirect taxes and 
exclude« current subsidies 

ctnpiiei on a production 
basis vhile (1?) end (13) arc' 
or. a shipment basis which in- 
cludes net chance in stocks 
of finished roods.    These 
serie3 should eventually be 
converted into one consistent 
series 

1?.  value added, 
producers 

. ; values 

4-5 years, 
time series 
ars frequent 
ly broken 

same a« (13) 

see cornent on w 

TT- 
11. 23 
in. - 

££• Bee cotmen. on w 

20.  value 
added 

same a« i rw 1.4 
11.11 
m. 65 

ye» fi^uror ere calculated on 
sciiewhat a different basis 
than (H)  or (1?) dependine 
or. the availability of data 
or. curren 1 C5st3 of inputs, 
 de pre ciati or., eTC  

21.  total, gross 
fixed capital 
formation 

5 year« 
generally 

I. 27 
II. 11 
III. 103 

m 

22,  Cross fixed I. 27 
capital for- II. 7 
mation (ma- III. - 
chinery and 
equipment) 

no 

23. Total, value 
of stocks at 
end of period 

24. value  of tr-oci;: 
at end cf 
period  (reit- 
eri.air.,   fuels, 
cupplico) 
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25. stocks, work- 
' in progress 

26» stocks,  fini- 
shed goods 

27« lndtx numbers . 
of industrial 
production 

Usual Tims Period    Country    . Hsootwnondation for 
covered for dove-/ Coverage!/ Inclusion and Comments 
loping countries1-' 

nrs7— 

I   196V1973 

II. 7 
III. - 

rrr 
II. 7 
III. - 

I. 27 
II. t-5 
in.t* 

uo 

no 

J Covsraga for developed markst economie! and centrally plannsd countries is usually 
1963-1973. Covarla of individual ISIC ssetors at 3 or 4-digit lavai is generally 
food. 

$/ Davslopad market economies ars indicated by I| osntrally planned soonomiss with a II 
and developing countries identified by III. 

I 
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fAyU A. TI 

CountrlPB,_p'iblii»ht»<i in   The Orowth of World Induotry. lrn Ildition. 

Vol.  I    J   61  (published) 

Sera. Rap» 
Fed. Rep. 

Argentina 
Australia 
Austria 
Bolgiua 
Brasil 
Bulgaria 
Canada 
Chile 
Colombia 
Cyfrus 
Czechoslovakia 
Danmark 
Dominican Rip. 
Ecuador 

£1 Salvador 
Finland 
France 
Germany, 
Germany, 
Greece 
Guatemala 
Hondura« 
Uur.£-ary 
India 
Iran 
Iraq 
Ireland 
larael 
Italy 
Japan 
Kenya 
Korea, Rep. of 
Luxembourg 
Malta 
Naxioo 
Morocco 
Motherlands 
Mow Zealand 
Norway 
f ar.-r.a 
Foru 
Thil i FFinee 
Poland 
Portugal 
Rorania 
Singapore 
South Africa 
Southern Rhodesia 
•» j - - • 

Sri Lanka 

Switzerland 
Syrian Arab Rep» 
Tur.vty 
USSR 

United Kingdom 
United States 
Vane sue la 
Iugoslavi* 
Zambia 

Othor oountriea J lf<¿, (unpublished) 

Algeria . 
Angola 
Bolivia 
Burma 
Khmer Rep. 
Cameroon 
Central African Rep. 
Congo 
Zaire 
Costa Rica 
Cuba 
Chana 
Guyana 
Haiti 
Hong Kong 
Indonesia 
Ivory Coast 
Jamaica 
Kuwait 
Lebanon 
Madagascar 
Malawi 
Mauritius 
Mozambique 
Motherland Antilles 
Nicaragua 
Nigeria 
Pakistan 
Paraguay 
Puerto Rico 
Saudi Arabia 
Senegal 
Southern Yemen 
8udan 
Surinam 
Thailand 
Trinidad and Tobado 
Tunisia        ., 
Uganda 
'i'aji^oiiio. 
Uruguay 
Viet-;.a.T., Hep. 
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Type of Dai J 
TX.  Private Final Con- 

sumption by object 

.\.  Compcuition of Groee 
Capital Formation 

XI. Distribution of In- 
come 

XII. internal 
Transactions 

XIII. ODF, National In- 
come and üiapoíabl« 
Income 

XIV.  ïjcpenditure on OÍ)P 

X".'. OU? by kind of 
economic activity 

- 3- 

Summary of Component 
breakdown 

Recommendation» and Commente 

similar to V but also 
include» education, 
recreation, eto. 

other con- iiuildings, 
struction 
Transport 
Machinery, Equipment, eto. 

Employee compensation 
net property and entre- 
preneurial income 
(public, private, house- 
holds, eto.) 
current transfers 

Merchantze exports 
merchant ze imports 
insurance service charges 
entrepreneurial  income 
capital transfers, etc. 

Total and per capita 
figures 

Gov. Final Consumption 
Private Final Consumption 
Gross Fixed Capital For- 
mation, etc. 

Agriculture 
Industry 
Construction 
Wholesale, retail 
transport, ato. 

Saving, consumption 
of fixed capital and 
net capital transfer 

nil.  Principal aggregates 
and their inter- 
relationships 

Domestic factor 
income, derivation of 
nat ional i ncome,c onsumpt ion 
of fixed capital, etc. 

m 

yes}  by type of capital goods 

no} breakdown according to 
property,  net entrepreneurial 
income, other current transfer 
is partially redundant, and 
does not seem relevant 

111 

yes; estimates are offioial or 
adjusted; in US dollars: index 
numbers in constant prices 

vgsj  figuren in national 
currencies; eleo includes grovtr 
rates for 5 and 10 year periodi 
in constant prices 

I 
ves;  figures in national 
currencies) growth rates in 
constant prices 

ves 

yes; son» overlap with earlier 
talles although additional 
estimations are included here; 
former 2ì»'A in most cases 

a/ The 
and 
and 
not 

w ::-.o 
and 

c/ For 
the 
erul 

following tables were not summarized:  income and outlay cf non-financial corporate 
quasi-corporate enterprises;  income and outlay transactions of general government 
of central,  state and local governments.    These tables appear infrequently and are 
oloncly related to ICIS study interests. 
classification for centrally planned economies differs froir. that described here 
is based on material product balances. 
developed market economies and centrally planned economies, the time Beries are for 
period 1500-1273.    For developing countries, the time series  is usually 5-6 years, 

iì-g in ira,  1)72 or 1373. 
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TABLE A-VIT 

FINANCIAL STATISTIC 

Description Unit of "easurement l'ime  period 

I. Export Pricei Coverage by country , 
total exports 

indices in 'JS dollars U51-1 ->75i 
generally U-l-75 
for developing 
countries 

II. Import Prices tame as I same as I coverage is lese 
complete than I 

III. Exohange Rates market rate/ 
par or central rat« 

units of national 
currenoy/dol lar 

end of period 
and period 
average 

IV. International 
Transactions 

major commodity exporte 
imports o.i.f. and 
f.o.b. 

national currency maximum time 
series  ia 1951- 
1975,   by country 

V. National Accounts-' 
GDP, gross fixed capi- 
tal formation, CUP, 
eto. 

national ourrency same as above 

VI. Population - - same as above 

VII. Internal Prices wholesale, consumer 
1   prices,  industrial 
1   production 

indices same as above 

a/ The tisse series included here are all recommended for inclusion in the data bank. 
The IMF tapes are identical with the publication, Financial Statistics.    The 
reader should refer to this document for a complete list of the data provided. 

fa/ This tine series overlaps with UNSO figures.    Initially,  it might be included 
as a oheck on the UN figures. 

I 
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A -V  TRADB STATIST ICtV 

r 

i 

1. Direction of 
trade flow and 
SIPC classifi- 
cation 

2. Trad« flow 

3. Volums of 
trad« flow 

4. Origin and 
destination 

5. Reoording 
practice 

Typ« of Data     Unit of Measurs 

Importa, ex- 
ports or re- 
exports 

valu« of tradì 
expressed in 
US dollars 
and national 
currenoy 

8ITC identifi- 
cation number 

thousands of 
units 

Recommendation for Inclusion and 
 Coffffw^  
Yes, SITC identification is at tfcm 
I, 2,3,4 *nd 5 digit l«wU. 

•xpressed in 
standard uniti 

reporting 
country and 
partner 
country 

Value in US dollars should be 
tained while value in national 
currency should be omitted« 
Countries report in USI and UNBO 
converts these valus» at UN 
exchange) rates« 

"V 

metric   tons, 
number, «to* 

o.itf. or 
f.o.b. 

Y to 

Yes, partner countries are identi- 
fied for all trad« flows exceeding 
USI 10,000 

»Data ourrently covsri th« y«ar« 1968-1974 

Yss 
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Typ« of Data- sJ 
TAULE A-VI        National Account 

Summary of Component 
Breakdown 

¡f/if 

I.  GDP and expenditure Government final consump, 
Pri/ate final consumption 
increase in stock! 
pro8s fixed capital 
formation 
exports 
imports 
GDP in purchaser»• 
values 

Recommendation» and Comments 

m 

TI.  üational Income and 
Disposable Income 

employee compensation 
foreign employee compen- 
sation 
foreign property and 
entrepreneurial income 
indirect taxes 
subsidies 
national income 
national disposable 
income 

vea} overlap with XVIII 
but provide data on present 
(and formar) SNA 

ITT. GDP by kind of 
economic activity 

agriculture 
mining 
manufacturing 
construction,  etc. 

yes 

IV. Capital transactions savings 
fixed capital consumption 
net capital transfers 
net lending position 
etc. 

ili 

V.   Contributions  to GDP 
by kind of economic 
activity 

mining, quarrying 
ISIC 311,312,313 
ISIC 321,322,323 
ISIC 331,332, etc. 

yes 
producers' values, in constant 
prices;  not always available 
for developing countries 

VI.  Domestic Factor 
Incomes 

areaKdowr: usually the 
Bame as V; covers do- 
mestic factor income 
and employee compen- 
sation 

m 

VII. Supply and Compo- 
sition of Commodi- 
ties 

Gross output, imports, 
trade and transport 
margins for major eco- 
nomic sectors of the 
economy 

ves. 

Ill Government Final 
Consumption 

Ooat compositions (wages, 
intermediate consumption, 
final consumption) and 
purchasers values for 
nine general ¿roups 
'defense, education, 
health, etc.) 

no 



f 

- ri - 

y 

I 

PAULS A-VIII 

BALANCE OF PAYSafK^ 

Time £«rie« 

I, Investment Income 

II. Direct Investment 

III* Capital Movements 

IV. Development Aid 

Direct investment and other 

Inflows and outflows for 
each country 

Private, long-term and 
short-term 

Grants, loans, repayments 

US dollars 

US dollars 

US dollars 

US dollars 

1*6-1 m     *" 

•ame 

•ame 

•ame 

x 

a/ Our data on tape is identioal with IMP, Balance of Pavmen^« Yearbook,    The 
reader should refer to that publication for a complete list of the oat* 
obtained from the original tapes. 

I 

# 
? 
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TABLE A-TX 

Groupings oi' Countries by Tyre or Industrial Classi- 
fication used in .General Ir.ciits^iil ¿''itisT.jcg 

A. The original data were in I SIC (! av. 1 or Rtv. 2) . . 

Austria, China (Rep. of)l/ Ghana, Haiti, Hong Kong, India 
Western Samoa 

B. Tha originel dita were in ISIC (l;ev. 1 or Iitv.2) suojsct to aw* 
minor qualifications 

Jolivia, Costa ?tica,  Ecuador, Guatemala,   fanaic*,  Korea (Kepublic 
of), Malawi, lilta, Panana, Swaziland, Syria, Jfcnaania, Uganda, Venasuala 

0«   Ine original da:» were in national industrial classification which is 
comparable with ISIC (i-lev. 1 or ñav.2) 

Brazil,  Cenada, Chile«, Colombia, Cyprus*, Damar'*, Dordnic?n -epubli e, 
Sgypt,  ^ Salvador, ?thiori», Fiji, Finland, Gro?ce, Hondura so, Iran », < 
Israel,  Jordan-:»,   \enya, ¡¿cyan ¿rab Hepublic **, Lurctncourg, Kalasani 
Republic-:;-, Malaysia 3ast (Snbah), Malaysia Iast (Sar.ws.:<)*, Malaysia 
West, Kauri ruis,  Morocco, Mozambique*, Netherlands*, New 
Zealand, ¡ii'jeri»*, :k>may«, P?'<iatan*, Psru, rhiliryir-sa, -ihodoaip., 
Sin~apor», SorwOia, South Airi a»*, Spain, ári Lanka, Sweden,  Svitar lard, 
Syrian Artb Kepnblic,  Itailand,  Ir3.nidad and 'Joba&o ***•, Tu:v?y, Unirse 
States,  Uruguay», Yenen Democratic republic, #¿3re, klanbia. 

0». flie original da,* were in national industrial elassiliearion which is not 
strictly ccFiparaeL* to ISIC (Hev. 1 or fcev.2), 0';t ia adjusted to rsrvôaw.i. 
ISIC (Kev.l or hev.2) 

Algeria, Australia, Jelgium **», aulc*rit, Czechoslovakia***, Oenr.nn 
Democratic -eru'oiic, Hungary, Iraq», Ireland«, Japan, Kuwait, rapus 
Mew Guinea, /oland, Portugal, Puerto hico, ?xsr.ania, Tunisia, U.S.S.R. 

D.   Ihe original data were in national industrial classification which ccn 
hardly be reconciled with ISIC (Hev. 1 or Rev. 2). 

Argentina, France**, Germany (Federal Republic of)***, Italy, Mexico, 
Sudan, U.K., Yugoslavia. 

¿/ Discontinued after 1970 edition of tha source. 

*  Possibly overestimates the aggregate manufacturing sector. 

**  Possibly underestimates the aggregate .namu'&cturing sector. 

***   ina naturo of error resulting frou inconparable slassification is 
not known. • 

Sourcet   UMx   Gro::ch of World Industry. Vol. I.   1971 and earlier editions. 
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TA¿Mi A-» 

Classi p cation of totintvlaw by Er.plrynent Oo^erag* in 
Conerai Lnduotrjal àiatistics 

1.     Covar« all •sta"li8.hrwntt.J/ 

Argentin.?, '*£$trl», Bolivia, Brasil, Canid«,  -tina   (Taiwan only), 
Igypt.,  Fiji, Gtrn&ny - Baa. .n»p., Urnece, Haiti, ¡tmeary, Iran, Ireland, 
Japan,   Kuwait,   Luxemoourg, i-ialagasy Hep., «aleyai» i?at (Sarawak), ..-Uta, 
Mauritius, Mozambicue, lather landa, Mew Zealand, :;orv»y, inland, rori.ugei, 
Puerto Hico, Rhodesia, South "frica, Spain, Sri laaica,  Syria, Tunisia, U", 
USA, Urucu*y, Western Seno«, ¿moiu. 

?.     Covar a estaMishwits with i or «ora persons «ngaged. 2/ 

Algeria, Australia, (feionr-ia, Coata alea, Cyprus, Denmark, Dominican 
Republic, ficur-dor, il Salvador, Ethiopia, Finland, Oaatonala, Honduras, Israel 
Koran - Hap of, &l»ysia 3aat (Sabab), ñtnar.a, Par« -*»* Guinea, P*ru, Jrhi.lippir.-ss, 
Somali.-., Sweden,  ^itv.«rlnnd, Yemen Taaocra^ic ftepclic. 

.*.     Coverà »jstebljahr.^ia.» with 10 or cor? persons engaged. 3/ 

Cliilt, 0*^^^* - ¿ed» Sap., India, Iraq, /«-»Ica, Jordan, Morocco, 
Higcrin, Pakistan, Singapore, Swasiland,  ¿antan!*, Thailand, irinidad and 
fefcace,  furtcey, U gandí. 

¿t.     Cov-r« »stacij fhn«nts with 20 or «ora parson« engaged. ¿/ 

Ohana, Hone <cng, <snya, Libyan Arab itsp., Italy, Malawi, Sudan. 

|.     AlMSt no informs Lion on the muter of parsons engaged is availabla. 

Islgiw, »olearia, Czechoslovakia, francs, Malaysia (asst), Mexico, 
fcoaania, USSR, Jugoslavia, Zaire. 

x 

1/   Ir aland covers establishments with 3 or nor* ptrnens engaged.   Mew Lea2<>nd, 
"    and !torv>;- cover establishments with 2 or »or« persona engaged.   Egypt, 

•overs est^olishment* with 10 or «or* persons engaged in the private aactor. 
Qreeco covers establishment« with 10 or more persons Cor 1?^- 1 and 15-"5l 
and 30 or more persons for 19o3-"it.   South Airica covers only private 
astablislnents.   lux«oours cover« «stablishments with 20 or more for 1970. 

y   Scuador covers eataolishnants with 7 or more pariions. 

y .tord:« coverà istiolishment 6 with >' or acre for 1?63. Morocco covers 
all establishments '.dtti 50 or «ore persons and 50* of those with 10-sO 
persona. 

y   Kenya coverà establishments with 50 or «ore persons (for 19'>3 and 19 »7 
ostabllahr.ents with $ or nor« persona),   ûhant covers osUbllshm-mta 
with 30 or moro persons 

Som pot   UV, Growth of World Industry *i. I,   1971 and earlier editions. 
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APPirJI'TX Tj 

Computer Programma* developed In B03 and available 

commercial sub-routines 

I.      Ad-hoc programmes written within RCS 

1.      A number of programmine routines have been written for rearrangement 

of data classified according to ISTC to meet a variety of criteria. 

Additional routines can be written to meet any pre-specified criterion 

expressed in terms of ISIC.    Examples are the division of industry into 

light and heavy, the division of industry into stage of industrial 

processing, etc. 

2. A number of programmes for data rearrangements according to SITC 

are available and again new programmes can be written according to any 

predetermined criteria expressed in terms of SITC.    Examples include 

the breakdown of trad« into broad economic categories, the classification 

of trade adopted from UKCTAD according to primary, semi-manufacture« 

and manufactures, etc.    A major programming exercise hae been the development 

of a concordance matching programme which pairs SÎPC with ISIC and 

with the Brussels Tariff Nomenclature.    The concordance is based on the 

official UN definitions and each of the three codes can be matched pairwise 

at any specified level of aggregation (for example, 1,"2,3,4 or 5-difeTit 

levels). 

3. A Variety of statistical routines have been developed including the 

regression of index numbers (physioal units of production) over time, 

employment indices,  extrapolation of data for future years, aggregation 

from 3-dlgit ISIC to total manufactures, percentage distribution and 

compound growth rates, tests for best fit, productivity estimates, etc. 

Special routines have also been written for regressions in log-log form, 

semi-log form, log-inverse and log-log inverse as well as the calculation 

of elasticities including growth and sise elasticities.    Finally,various 

programmes have been developed to deal with inconsistencies in the ISIC 

classification at the country level. 
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II,   Statistical sub-routine« whioh art available in pack*,-*« form 
include the following which may be relevant to study purpo««« in ICISt 
correlation and reprensión analyse«, analyst» of variano«, non-parametric 
statistics, stepwise Multipla r«fr«««ion, matrix inversion,  factor 

analysis, «to. 

In each oas« th« «tain profrassM for utilising the«« «uo-routin«« 

ha« been written by «taff in HCS.    In addition, w« hav« written a 
few specific aub-routin«« for th« calculation of statistics such M th« 

Durbin-Vfatson ratio. 

I 
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APPLIIDIX III 
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